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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

aYStem with the Federal Advisory Council was held in the offices of

the Board of Governors in Washington on Monday, September 17, 1945,

at 10:30 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Eccles, Chairman
Mr. Ransom, Vice Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. McKee
Mr. Draper
Mr. Evans

Mr. Hammond, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Connell, General Assistant,

Office of the Secretary
Mr. Thurston, Assistant to the Chairman
Mr. Morrill, Special Adviser
Mr. Vest, General Attorney
Mr. Thomas, Director of the Division

of Research and Statistics
Mr. Smead, Director of the Division

of Bank Operations
Mr. Paulger, Director of the Division

of Examinations
Mr. Parry, Director of the Division of

Security Loans
Mr. Leonard, Director of the Division

of Personnel Administration
Mr. Bethea, Director of the Division

of Administrative Services
Mr. Brown, Assistant Director of the

Division of Security Loans
Mr. Wyatt, General Counsel

Messrs. Spencer, Traphagen, Kurtz, McCoy,
Fleming, Berry, Brown, Gifford, Baird,
Bradshaw, Winton, and WaJ lace, Members
of the Federal Advisory Council from
the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth,
Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth,
Eleventh, and Twelfth Federal Reserve
Districts, respectively
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Mr. Lichtenstein, Secretary of the Federal

Advisory Council
Mr. Prochnow, who will act as Secretary of

the Federal Advisory Council during the

absence of Mr. Lichtenstein who is leav—

ing shortly for Europe

Ur. Brown stated that the Board had asked for the views of the

e°/111cil on three questions, the first of which was the following:

"What is the opinion of the Council on S. 380, the 'Full

rIPlaYment Act of 1945'? Should the bill be changed in
any way and, if so, how?"

The 
Council's attitude on the bill was that, ;stile all of the members

N'e in accord with its general purpose, they had reservations as to

8°4* of its provisions and definitions and a feeling that it would

41'cillse hopes which could not be fulfilled. Reference was also made

to tits
'le difficulty of predicting the course of the business cycle and

the d
anger that any action or statement on the part of the Administra—

t1
°11 with respect to the cycle might intensify rather than avoid trouble.

k%
urown said, however, that the members of the Council believed it

11(40,4
--"g not be practicable for them to attempt any detailed suggestions

()1' o,4
"-ticisms. They thought that, though the subject was one in which

ellez)rb ody was interested, it was outside the sphere of the Council to

l'Iggest definite changes in the bill.

Mr. Eccles said that everybody--the Board, the Federal Re -

' Banks, and the Council—was interested in economic stability,

ti-th--t every effort should be made to maintain it so far as that is

'le within the range of monetary and credit policy. However,
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45believed monetary and credit policy has had less and less to do

witheconomic stability, while the fiscal policy has had a great deal

1/1(*e. Unless there is a satisfactory degree of employment, he said,

the will be utter and complete failure to bring about any degree of

8t4bilization of the economy. The very basis of the whole structure

isemPloyment. Everybody agrees, he stated, with the general objec-

tile of the bill but the means for accomplishing it are very diffi-

e1114 and there is a wide field for argument as to what full employment

4141d be. The Board has not undertaken to come to any conclusion as

t4)11017 it should be accomplished.

Mr. Eccles said he thought it was doubtful whether the bill

Ituld be passed. Just as it stands, he considered it a pious state-

011 an objective with which everybody agreed. It would be up to

4114' given administration, at any given time, he said, to determine

hat' in their minds, was full employment, and everything mould de-

Oil what action it took to implement the bill.

ar. Ransom said that the important thing is that the Goverm-

t
s now assuming a new responsibility. This would be the first

440 t

tiltt 11
'48 a responsibility for the maintenance of a satisfactory level

1:14,8

hat a law has been recognized as a commitment that the Govern-

Ploy

At this point Mr. McKee asked if any of the individual mem-

°f* the Council had any report that they might want to make on
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the b,
-1-44, but no comments were offered. In response to a question

from
40.1'. McKee as to whether anything in the way of strong support

krthe bill had been observed in any of the districts, Mr. Brown

said
that there had been a great deal of discussion in his part of

Country among business men interested in governmental problems,

but that there was no organized support that he knew of on the part
or any

the

group.

The next question considered was the following:

"What should be the policy of this country with respect
to foreign credits to finance exports during the recon—
version period, and what part can the International Mone—
..rt:arY Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction and
uevelopment, and the Export—Import Bank be expected to
13187 in carrying out this policy?"

Mr. Brown said that aJ1 the members of the Council were agreed

that,
'flls country has to be generous with credits and assistance to

ell4ble the war

th
questions

as
sistance

seemed to the

',141:lational Bank

-144:1 and effective

he ly Goverrunental

extend credits in

4 would have to carry

devastated areas to be reconstructed but that there

as to the instruments of policy to be used and

to be furnished the United Kingdom. Mr. Brown

Council that the International Monetary Fund

for Reconstruction and Development would not

as to

said that

and In—

be organ—

to any great extent for about a year. Therefore,

agency which, without additional legislation,

substantial amount was the Export—Import Bank,

on until the International Bank could get
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linder 174Y. He pointed out that, although the lending power of the

413°11t-Import Bank had been increased to $3.5 billion, loans up to

that
amount were already under consideration. The Council, Mr. Brown

said/ was aware that discussions had been going on regarding loans

t0 bar
opean countries by the Export-Import Bank and that these discus-

8ic'ris involved credit terms and interest rates. The Council felt that,

11"isw of the existing political conditions, no long-term commercial

"Its could be obtained at present even by the countries associated

"Ills in the war; but that, assuming some political stability ex-

14,ed 4-
Europe after two or three years, a number of the countries

Probably be able to float long-term loans in the United States.

tle .p—
',90ort-Import Bank might then be in a position to sell the obli-

ns in the market if the obligations did not bear too low a rate
Or int erest. The Council felt strongly that under existing conditions
the

4-4-te on such loans should not be below 3-1/2 per cent. European

cilltries with

1)11`itate market

it

the m

some political stability should either refinance in the

or the Export-Import Bank should sell their obligations

arket at par or better. The Council thought that the rate,

even as low as 3 per cent, would prevent any
ooct

many years and that this would be unfortunate,

th

PIA

„„
er possible. Moreover, the low rate would tie up the funds of

such sales for a

for as Mr. Brown

credit to be usedthe Council thought it preferable for private

ort-Import Bank and its total lending power, unless increased
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by 
C°11gres5, would be exhausted within a year. FinalJy, the rate

which the International Bank for Reconstruction would have to pay

Money borrowed would be such that loans made by it would have
tor

1489

to

be a higher rate than the 3 per cent charged by the Export-Import

This is on the assumption that the International Bank is re-

"red to charge about 1 per cent to build up its reserves and even

48811a.ling it can borrow money as low as 2 per cent.

Mr. Fleming joined the meeting at this point.

Furthermore, Mr. Brown said, the Council doubted the

att•
raeting loans to the Export-Import Bank, where the United States

rament has to absorb the risk, and not to the International Bank,

Ilher„
Other countries participate in the risk. The Council believed

wo 
uld be a mistake to adopt a procedure which tends to keep the

eetten,A
--4-on of credit in the hands of Governmental agencies to the ex-

c14,
'Ion of private lenders and to freeze up the Export-Import Bank.

Mr. Brown said that he understood that a number of the European

Gore

wisdom

tries in preliminary negotiations had raised no objection to the

3'1/2
Per cent rate and that the rates to the Latin American countries

114/ve been uniformly 4 per cent up to date; yet the tendency is for the
101,1e

t rate to become the standard rate.

Mr. McKee said he was surprised that the Council confined its

4PAr°ach to just the interest rate and asked whether the Council were
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40, interested in the terms and conditions surrounding the credit as

11. Mr. Brown replied that he understood that the terms on these

tandard loans which are for the purpose of European reconstruction

have alreay been pretty well agreed upon.

Ur. Svmczak said that the rates made by the Export-Import

411t had to be related to those of other Government agencies and,

,-Nicular, to the terms of lend-lease. The Export-Import Bank,

he .
Polnted out, is intended to help private lenders and not compete

with them. He said there are different classes of countries that

1741)1' credit and differences in rates reflect differences in various

taetors, including the ability to repay. Mr. Szymczak also mentioned

the
fact that since the Export-Import Bank will want to be dealing

*ith member banks it had seemed desirable to make the services of

the p

'natio
ederal Reserve Banks available in furnishing member banks infor-

n about the Export-Import Bank's procedure and that steps along

thee- 
lines were being undertaken.

Ur. Eccles then made substantia:fly the following statement:

This whole situation with reference to foreign credits
Or foreign grants is in the process of development at the

Present time. It is certainly one of the most difficult

Problems with which this country has ever been confronted.
can express here to you people, for your confidential

Information, Some of py views as they are developing with

14:!ference to this whole situation. I am afraid that with
'ue War over we are going to be inclined to get back on
what we consider a sound credit basis too soon. We are
not going to recognize as fully as we should the condition
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that the world is in and the great difficulty that we
are going to find in getting it back to any satisfactory

degree of what we might consider normality.

During the war period and even before the war the

question of spending billions was secondary to the ques-
tion of security. The question was first defending our-

selves against what appeared to us to be our enemies be-
fore the war and then winning the war. It was largely a

question of winning the war and in that process we expended

for a couple of years about $7-1/2 billion a month and we

built up a debt, from $47 billion in 1940 when we started
the defense program, until the end of this fiscal year when
it Will be $275 billion.

It seems to me that to consolidate our position and

to in the peace is just as important as it was to win the
war and we should look at this overall problem. We can not
shut our eyes to the effects of the war. Our problem is

"-11 part of the overall war problem. It is still a ques-
tlon of trying to create a world where we can have a degree
of security for the future. The problem is not so much a

question of credit as it is a question of supply and demand
and it will be a question of supply and demand factor for

some time. It is an easy thing to create money, but it is
Tuch more difficult to create goods and services and get
'hem transported to where they are needed. We are acutely
short of consumer goods and capital goods throughout the

entire world. We are short of them in our country, except
In a few categories, and will continue to be short. The

amount of suffering that is going to exist throughout the
?orld in the next year or two is going to be appalling, so

ttt: is a question basically of supply and demand much more

.L.Lian it is a question of credit. In a world as chaotic as
is today there is no such thing as good credit. You can

not measure credit based on any prewar standard.

t. I have a good deal of sympathy for the British situa-

,,37?n. I know there is a lot of anti-British feeling in

:r18 
country and we see only one side of the British picture.

t am not justifying what they did between the two wars.
think they pursued a very shortsighted and foolish policy,

but our policy, and that of the French, was not much more
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intelligent. There is no question about what Britain did
from 1939 to the fall of 1941 and even after that. It
was a heroic effort for that little country -- little by

comparison -- and it was made before we and the Russians
got into the picture. We say she had no choice; she could
have capitulated like France but she did not do it and had
She capitulated the whole outcome would have been a dif—

ferent picture. Certainly, the Russians would not have
WO n the war and certainly we would not have won the war.
We could never have gone into Europe with Britain out of
the picture or gone to the Pacific with Britain out of

the picture and won the war. Had it been possible to win
the war it would only have been won with losses in men
and material far exceeding anything that we have now ex—

pended.

Many countries came out of this war better off than
they went into it, from a standpoint of wealth. Certainly
the Swedes did not suffer, comparatively. The Swiss did
not suffer and the South American countries have all bene—

fited. Spain, Portugal, Egypt, and India did not suffer;
they are all wealthier. Now I see no reason why we should
not make a balance sheet and put the debits and credits
Where they belong in this picture. I do not believe for

°Ile minute that there should be nations permitted to profiteer

°1.1t of this war, such as Egypt and Portugal and other na—

,t_1(ms. India did very well. I give you that as a general

uackground because the British situation is an intolerable

°Ile. Britain went into the war owing nothing to the world
and having more than $20 billion of gold, dollar balances
and overseas investments, and 17 million tons of shipping.

In 1937 and 1938, the years before she went into the
war Great Britain paid for her imports, which she must have
0 live-- she paid for those imports 55% by exports, 23%
°Y returns on foreign investments and services, exclusive
of shipping, and 13% on shipping. The balance was paid for
out of a reduction in her foreign investments -- payment

211.Principal. Certainly, the standard of living of the

zritish at that time was not excessive. Here is the way
?he is today by comparison: the $20 billion credit position

ls gone; true, she has some foreign investments but these
are offset by her foreign obligations so that Britain
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today is just even with the board. She has less income
from foreign investments for use to pay off the $13 or

$14 billion she owes throughout the world. A substantial
part of the 23 per cent is out of the window. She has
lost ships and the ships she has have been turned into
the war pool and she is just beginning to get them out
and reestablish trade; so she has practically no return
from shipping. Her exports are less than 40 per cent
of the 55 per cent that she had before the war. Now,

Britain, in my opinion, without help, is in a worse posi—
tion by far than Denmark, Belgium, Holland, France and,

would say, Russia, Poland, and Rumania, because Britain
can not pay; she just can not live without help.

That is a practical situation that confronts us.

The question is, should a nation which has made the ef—
fort that the British made in this picture be allowed to

sink? Now there is the situation. I personally see little
‘11stification in trying to put Britain on her feet econom—

leally for the purpose of enabling her to pay to Portugal
t300 or $400 million that Portugal stuck her for in time
of great crisis and stress by making her pay for essential

materials and for the assistance which she had to get

through the Portuguese to offset the German situation.
EEnt forced Britain to pay double the price for every—
thing she got, the same with India. Canada, on the other
2arid, gave everything. Now with what Britain owes to
1-ndia, Egypt, Portugal, Argentina, Brazil and the small

amounts to other countries, such as Norway, Greece, Denmark,
Holland, Belgium, and France -- Britain has a terrific
debt to everybody -- and I feel there is no point in our

going in, making loans to these various countries, like
some of these European countries, and then also expect

Britain to pay them and us. It is a supply and demand

Problem and we have got to look at the total dollars in

thla picture -- what dollars and gold they now own and
What, additional amount is needed. As a practical matter
We would be better off, and the world would be better off,
lf it were on the basis of a grant, because there is no

113:3seible way of paying off the credit, unless we are wili—
ng at some distant time to have our Government take raw
materials such as copper and iron ore for stockpiles. We
?an not take goods readily and sell them in our market.
48 a practical matter what we are going to have in the
next two or three years is a very heavy favorable balance
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of trade running into the billions because of the dollars
and gold the rest of the world has accumulated and the
loans that we must make.

That money will be spent here as fast as it can be
Spent so that you will have for the next few years a very
heavy foreign demand on our goods just at a time when we
are going to have a heavy domestic current backlog demand
and when, later, we accept payment the situation will be
reversed. It will mean, instead of a favorable balance
ln trade, which stimulates employment, an adverse balance
Of trade so that we can accept the foreign payments. That
15 deflationary and we will get it after our own backlog
18 caught up.

When we think of foreign trade we usuaJly think in
terms of exports; if we would think in terms of imports
Lt would be more intelligent, because, to the extent that
we can take imports, we can be perfectly sure that we will
get exports for that amount.

te can be certain that the dollars will be spent here
and when it comes to the question of the "Empire Prefer—
ence" there is a lot of justification; it is the only thing
that makes an empire. The Empire Preference System en—
ables Britain to sell her manufactured goods within her
°I711 empire and take raw materials in payment. To take
away that empire preference is to take away the British
market. We want to sell something in that empire that
they now are selling. If we should succeed in taking
away that market we would have to continue to make loans
to Britain to enable her to live. They must have those
markets and even with her empire preference she was not
able before the war to balance out her payments; so any
empire market that we take from her she has to replace
that market some place else.

I can only speak for myself, after weeks of confer—
ences, but as I visualize this whole picture, I can only
?aY that the problem is not simply one of credit. Credit
le a small matter in this picture. You can call it credit
for political purposes. But in reality there is no basis
for credit in the world today. It is going to be some
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Years before we right the conditions of the world. We

Will create later some basis for world credit but there
is no basis for credit at this point, and I am more con-
cerned about preventing world chaos and the extension of

Communism throughout the world, but particularly on the

continent of Europe, and with trying to prevent inflationary

developments throughout the world, than I am with the in-

terest rate or the question of sound credit.

In commenting on Mr. Brown's statement that he considered it

a nlistake to put the recent French loans in the Export-Import Bank,

141's Eccles said further, in explaining the reasons therefor, that the

143airl of :1-315 million at 2-3/8 per cent for 30 years was to cover lend-

lease materials already in the pipelines which France wanted and felt

She should get on a lend-lease basis. Had France not taken the goods,

It would have been extremely difficult for us to have disposed of them.

The re vas no way that it could be handled under lend-lease after the

latter,s cancellation and it became necessary for the Export-Import

8ar11c to establish the credit. The $240 million credit, Mr. Eccles

88.1d, covered the items which were under contract and in process of

441Ufacture and the commitment to cover this amount was made after

the cancellation of lend-lease. The credit will be at 2-3/8 per cent

arid
run for 30 years. The 2-3/8 per cent rate was a special lend -

le48e liquidation rate and was not the established rate of the Export-

1413(31"t Dank. Mr. Eccles added that the Export-Import Bank -would like

to
rlleke its lending authority go as far as possible by bringing in

11111rate lenders to make commitments, but he expressed the feeling
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that it would be some time before private lenders are likely to come

into the picture. He pointed out that the credit risk was necessarily

4 secondary consideration.

With respect to the question of what should be done with sur—

Plus goods mined by this country abroad, Mr. Brown stated that the

e°11ricil was of the opinion that the Surplus Property Board should be

Nplaced by a single administrator as proposed by the President, but

that beyond that it had no opinion.

Mr. Eccles stated that since this question was put on the

"et a sound and intelligent policy with respect to the disposition

f surplus goods had been in the process of development and he felt

11"-sonably sure that some arrangement would be worked out so that any

el'ellit8 which are extended to foreign countries would be with the un—

clerbstanding that surplus goods in those countries would be purchased

°lit of the credit that is extended.

Mr. Brown stated that the Council, with the exception of one

ttleitther who felt strongly about the matter, was of the opinion that Reg--

1, consumer Credit, was a war measure and should not be re—

tai „ ,
—Lect as a permanent part of the economy but should be relaxed and

gl'Il4ually abolished. He said that the requirements of the Regulation

14ting to home improvements were creating considerable hardship, es-

--LLY in view of the current housing shortage, and that the Council

l'elt that the Board should give prompt consideration to affording some
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With respect to home improvements, Mr. Ransom said he would

to see the restrictions abandoned but that action by the Board

°II this matter was contingent upon the actions of other Government

agencies concerned with the Administration's anti—inflationary policy.

114's Ransom pointed out that there was a division of opinion among

Nistrants as to the continuance of the Regulation, many registrants

l'egarding it as a good means of effecting collections, but he did

tict think this a proper reason for continuing the Regulation. When

the Regulation gets down to a point where only the essential durable

ge'c'ds are controlled, serious thought should be given by the Congress

I'llether legislation should be adopted to perpetuate the Regulation,

*ice 
it was set up under an Executive Order, but he would not want

the Board to be the proponent of that idea.

Mr. Eccles expressed the belief that with the large supply

"tac)neY now in the hands of the public some control on consumer credit

11°1114 seen advisable. He went on to say that a good deal of gold will

P°1Thinto this country in the near future which will expand deposits

alicl add to a further expansion of money and there will not be any great

tieed for extension of credit. He did not think that business was going

to extend credit now to buy goods which are in short supply but that

When
goods are in long supply, as in 1940 and 1941, then instead of a

.4nth automobile credit, for example, there will be credit up to

.36 
tonths. He thought that consumer credit might increase to ,1,20
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billion and that then the situation might be dangerous.

Mr. Brown said that the Council, at least 11 of its members,

aidnot think it desirable to retain Regulation W as a part of Govern-

machinery and that the Council felt that if the Government con -

lalued to control consumer credit it may mean that the Government will

Want to control all credit.

Mr. Ransom doubted the validity of Mr. Brown's argument, point-

out that margin requirements on listed stocks had not led to any-

thing further, and that Regulation ItIvas not born of a desire of the

Qc)vernment to control the consumer credit field but arose rather from

the war situation.

He stated that it would be his thought that Regulation VI

( 3)

relaxed about as follows:

Give up home-improvement credits; and
Lengthen maturity for "non-purpose" loans from

12 months to 18.

De-list soft goods and minor items of hard goods,

thus reducing list of articles to 12-15 major dur-

ables; and
Give up control of charge accounts as such and

substitute control of charge sales of major dur-
ables retained on short list.

Give up "non-purpose" loans altogether; and
Simultaneously relax down-payment and maturity
requirements for major durables retained on short

list.

Mr. Baird stated that the case for the modernization field
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C1 be made on the ground that relaxation would assist reemployment.

The Federal Housing Administration estimated that 75 per cent of the

cost of improvements was labor, the remaining 25 per cent representing

the cost of materials. He said that there are several categories that

41'e/1m in reasonable supply, that roofing and siding are a big ele-

4erth in modernization; that while wall board and plastic products would

be in reasonable supply, lumber would remain tight but that only a small

araount of lumber is needed for modernization; and that plumbing and elec—

tll'eal goods will remain tight for many months. Mr. Baird felt that

the,,„-. were a great many opportunities to modernize houses and thus af—

tol‘ct some measure of relief in the difficult housing situation long

before the new supply of materials would be available and he expressed

the °Pinion that therefore the Board should relax its controls on home

improvementsS

Mr, Brown asked whether the Board has considered any reduction

t4 
zargin requirements now that the war is over. He stated that there

hae been a great deal of complaint of the July 3, 1945, amendments to

RePA,1
WA4-atiOnS T and U, particularly as to taking down collateral, and he

P°111ted out that the Regulation as it now stands has caused considerable

hard.ts,
'"J-P. It was the opinion of the Council that the 50 per cent margin

Nillirement should be restored.

Mr. Eccles stated that the stock market had shown more of a

telld
encY toward inflation since 1/-4 Day than before. He went on to
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887 that the Board had taken the position that a 100 per cent margin

l'equirement mould probably not stop an inflation in the stock market

because of the large amount of money outstanding in the hands of the

Public. He said that the Board has not discussed relaxation of the

RegUlations referred to and that as far as he was concerned it would

be entirely premAture at this time to consider reducing the margin

to make any change in the Regulations so as to afford any relief

ttoln the prohibition of withdrawals or substitutions of collateral in

tindermargined accounts.

In conclusion, Mr. Brown called attention to the fact that

the President has never declared the cessation of the emergency which

41Q.5ted at the time of the banking holiday in 1933 and, therefore,

Ilaticrial banks and State member banks continue to operate under the

licenses granted to them by the Treasury.

telt that these licenses served no purpose

411.0ked. Mr. Fleming was requested by the

liltion to this effect and submit it to the

tIlirlemission to the Treasury.

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.

ItP131"oved:

He stated that the Council

and that they should be

Council to prepare a reso-

Board of Governors for

Assistant Secretary.

Chairman.
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